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„Give me six hours to chop down a tree and I will spend the first four sharpening the axe.”
Abraham Lincoln
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Content:

- Introduction
- Research
- Education
- Teaching
- Other activities

Impossible shelf
Introduction

- PhD student from September 2012
- Full-time study
- Optical illusion in visual communication
- Supervisor doc. Ing. arch. Jan Rajlich

Shadow chair
Research

- Current state of study – analysis of research possibilities
- Task in Workshop Industrial design IV
- Research to be specified during 9MOP

Prototyp BMW

Vodorovné dopravní značení
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Research

Bc. Richard Sovják, Cube
Research
Research

Bc. Markéta Zdvihalová, Illusion
Education

Courses in progress:

- 9DMA – Design Management
- 9VPR – Scientific research and project management
- 9AJ – English language for PhD study
- 9MOP – Methods and organization of scientific work
Education

To finish in 1st year:
- 9DMA – Design Management
- 9VPR – Scientific research and project management
- 9AJ – English language for PhD study

2nd year:
- 9VDE – Theories of visual style in design
- 9MOP – Methods and organization of scientific work
Teaching activities

- YDF – Fundamentals of design
- YKA – Fundamentals of drawing
- 6AP – Workshop – Bachelor project
- YED-A – Workshop - Experimental design I
- YA4-A – Workshop – Industrial Design IV
- YTG – Typography

Bc. Ondřej Feigl, Pivo-krychle
Other activities:

- Student support for making mock-ups – milling machine Charly-Robot
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Ústav konstruování na facebooku
novinky - akce - vývoj - fotky - videa

www.facebook.com/Ústavkonstruování
Other activities

HS with company ISTECH s.r.o.
Other activities

HS with company ISTECH s.r.o
Other activities

Design patent submitted: Design of lookout airship
Thank you for your attention
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